
ONE INFORMATION PLATFORM FOR 
THE ENTIRE EMPLOYEE LIFECYCLE
Paper can pile up quickly in HR departments. Managing personal records throughout an employee’s tenure 
can overwhelm staff time, as folders accumulate containing critical and sometimes sensitive documentation.

With OnBase, all employee information is secure and easily accessible from electronic folders. HR 
staff efficiently manage core documentation and processes – like contracts, correspondence and 
acknowledgements – from a single interface.
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ENTIRE DIGITAL EMPLOYEE RECORD

• Applicant correspondence
• Applicant resume
• References and recommendations
• Interview notes
• Offer letter

•   Policies and procedures 
acknowledgement

•  Leave of absence*
•  Sabbatical request*
•  Leave documentation

•  Background check*
•  Emergency contacts
•  Direct deposit form
•   Technology requests
•  Employment contract

•  Performance improvement plan
•  Performance documentation
•  Employee relations correspondence

•  Offboarding checklist
•  Exit interview
•  Resignation letter

*Information stored in OnBase but not associated with employee file.
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ABOUT IRON MOUNTAIN
Founded in 1951, Iron Mountain (NYSE: IRM) is the global leader in storage and information management services, committed to storing, managing and transforming what our 
customers value most, from paper records to data to priceless works of art and culture. Iron Mountain’s suite of solutions – records and information management, information 
governance, data management, digital solutions, data centers and secure destruction – enable organizations to lower storage costs, comply with regulations, recover from 
disaster and protect their data and assets in a complex world. Visit www.ironmountain.com for more information.
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ABOUT HYLAND
Founded in 1991, Hyland is one of the largest, independent enterprise content management companies in the world. Hyland solutions have been built with our partners and 
customers to give organizations around the world real control over their information simplifying everyday tasks, creating processes to save time and money and giving them  
the freedom to pursue innovation. Hyland is the creator of OnBase®, a single enterprise information platform for managing content, processes and cases.
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